Another new tile with a soft embossed design is our North Star. While the North Star design is more celestial in nature than the Sea Shell, they both share the same blue hues which are seen in tropical waters as well as in the heavenly skies.

Note: the two tiles on these pages are color coordinated with the Marine Field tiles on pages 4 & 5. They have been designed for what is known in the pool and spa trade as "Mix & Match".

MARINE SHELL  

1 Sheet = 1 sq. ft.

If you are found of warm seas and sandy beaches, you'll love our new Marine Shell tile with its soft, embossed design. The tile colors reflect the variety of blue hues seen in tropical waters around the world.

MS-97  
Sapphire Blue

NS-891  
Ocean Blue
TIP The shade of tiles may vary within any given color. **Visually check the actual shade of the tile before installation.**

Why is it important to check tile color before installation? Two reasons:

1. All tiles are subject to color variations within each lot. The slightest change in firing temperature, variables in glaze thickness and position of a tile in the kiln contributes to producing color variations. Also, tiles are 'fired' in relatively small numbers, so it's not uncommon to observe slight color shifts from one lot to the next.

   *Actually, it's this anomaly from firing and glaze application that gives all our pool and spa tiles their remarkable beauty.*

2. Even though it is our desire to depict tile colors accurately in this brochure, the limits of offset printing may cause some shifts in color when compared to the actual tile.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

If you are looking for a bold, contemporary design, consider our new marbleized-looking Yosemite tile. The large 6"x6" tile is more suitable for use in rectangular-shaped pools or on surfaces that are relatively flat. (It requires a lot of extra work and cutting to install a large tile on curved or free-formed surfaces – but it can be done.)

Yosemite

4 Pieces = 1 sq. ft.

M-397
Sapphire Blue
(ACTUAL SIZE)

M-391
Ocean Blue

M-332
Diamond Blue

M-320
Cobalt Blue

M-368
Terra Blue

800
Midnight Blue

850
Cobalt Blue

830
Desert Sky Blue
Although the Marine Field are basically solid color tiles (except for the Terra Blue), it's the variable depth of color that enhances the rich beauty of these tiles – no two tiles are alike.

These tiles are also color coordinated with Marine Shell & North Star tiles on the previous two pages which allows for a "Mix & Match" arrangement. (See the "Mix & Match" note on page 3.)

When installing Marine Field tile on surfaces that meet at outside right angles, you can select from two types of tiles to give you a rounded, finished appearance.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

Our dynamic new Waterside line is designed with a tempo to match the water it surrounds. This tile features marbleized accent colors gently waving through a field of smooth, solid color.
For a subtle granite-looking tile, chose the Mediterranea tiles. This tile is a superb design for complimenting accent stones or other rockwork, especially decks finished in PebbleTec or Diamond Brite products.

When installing Mediterranea tile on surfaces that meet at outside right angles, you can select from two types of tiles to give you a rounded, finished appearance.

**TIP** Pool/spa tiles are manufactured to conform to established pool construction standards.

Even though a tile manufacturer will use many pieces to create a basic tile design, all pool/spa tiles are manufactured to a modular dimension based on a construction step height of 6 inches.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
You've heard the expression "you have to see it to believe it"? Well, you have to see our new Sun Splash tiles to appreciate what makes these tiles so strikingly beautiful — it's their deep rich colors sprinkled with glistening metallic flakes to sparkle in the sunlight.

This series is unique, not only because of the hard-to-find metallic finish, but because the colors are available in both the 1"x1" "cobble-stone" type tiles and the 3"x3" size tiles. This arrangement makes the Sun Splash a very versatile tile.

When installing Sun Splash tile on surfaces that meet at outside right angles, you can select from two types of tiles to give you a rounded, finished appearance.
The subtle blending of soft colors and multi-patterned designs of our new Tempe line create a distinctive 3-dimensional appearance. The tiles delicately colored design is further enhanced by the accent border at the top and bottom.

This tiles uniqueness and beauty is timeless – it’s sure to be a favorite for years to come.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

TIP Kitchen, bathroom and floor tiles are a world apart from specially manufactured tiles for pools/spas.

Not all tiles are intended for use in pools and spas.

Tiles are designed and manufactured differently depending on how and where they are used.

Pool/spa tiles not only must tolerate changing outdoor temperatures, but must withstand acid-based pool chemicals 24 hours a day.

SUN-105
Marine Green
(Actual Size)

SUN-103
Marine

SUN-305
Marine Green
(Actual Size)

SUN-303
Marine
The Akron Field comes in a large variety of both traditional and designer colors. This handsome tile creates a "field" of color for a sophisticated, subtle look.

When installing Akron Field tile on surfaces that meet at outside right angles, you can select from two types of tiles to give you a rounded, finished appearance.
A delicate flower mosaic tile, the Surfside adds a graceful quality to any pool. Available in designer colors, some of which are created with an exotic marbleized glaze.

SSM-900
Marbleized Burgundy
(ACTUAL SIZE)
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

**ARTIC STAR**

1 Sheet = 1.05 sq. ft.

An exquisite tile, the *Artic Star* design is a cool blending of geometric shapes and a display of color reminiscent of Northern Lights. This "icy" tile is just the thing for the endless hot days by the pool side.

- **DM-107**
  - Powder Blue
  - (Actual Size)

- **DM-109**
  - Marine Green

- **DM-105**
  - Royal Blue

- **DM-108**
  - Salmon

- **AR-91**
  - Teal/Sea Mist Green

- **AR-36**
  - Raspberry/Salmon
This tile is sure to grace many a pool and spa. The Del Mar features a formal border that sets off the delicately designed inner motif — a strikingly beautiful pattern resembling the crystalline colors of a highly polished gemstone.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

MIX & MATCH

The Discovery Accent tile colors you see above are color coordinated with the Discovery Field and Discovery tiles (both on pages 16 and 17) for one reason — they have been designed for what is known in the pool and spa trade as “MIX & MATCH”.

Mixing and matching allows for creating any number of striking variations in your tile design, all the while maintaining a harmonious color scheme. There’s no limit to your imagination and personal expression with this select series of fully coordinated “MIX & MATCH” tiles.
With its embossed-like flower and delicate inter-twinning vine pattern, *Discovery Accent* has the same sophisticated and modern look as its companion tile, *Discovery*, on the next two pages.

(Be sure and read about "MIX & MATCH" below.)
We have expanded our Discovery Field to include more colors than ever. The selection will make it easy for you to match your pool decor. (Be sure and read the “MIX & MATCH” note at the bottom of page 14.)

When installing Discovery Field tile on surfaces that meet at outside right angles, you can select from two types of tiles to give you a rounded, finished appearance.

Here's a design that is getting a lot of attention, the Discovery. This beautiful tile features a richly shaded star-burst pattern in four expressive colors. The fresh, glossy appearance of this tile gives your pool or spa a modern and elegant look.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

CALIFORNIA DOLPHIN

A design created with natural classic outdoor colors, the California Dolphin adds a splash to any poolside decor.

YAF-10
Indigo Blue
(ACTUAL SIZE)

YAF-60
Twilight Blue

YAF-65
Aqua Marine

CD-33
Teal Blue

CD-32
Electric Blue

CD-75
Marine
An aquatic flavor is expressed in the soft embossed pattern of the Angel Fish tile. Although similar in design content to the California Dolphin below, this tile's repetitive design is vertically arranged to give your pool and spa a totally distinctive expression.

**TIP** A pool or spa is an expensive investment. Protect that investment by selecting quality high gloss porcelain pool/spa tiles.

All Cozad & O'Hara high gloss porcelain tiles are manufactured to meet the highest standards of quality, durability and aesthetic appearance. Every tile series or pattern we carry conforms to an identical top-of-the-line standard of manufacturing excellence.

With normal maintenance and proper care, our tiles are acid-resistant, fade-resistant and weather-resistant.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

Our **Sonora** is another delightful, ageless design to enhance any southwest decor. It exhibits a similar blend of multi-colors from the restful Native American palette as the Mojave shown above.

**SONORA**

1 Sheet = 1.15 sq. ft.

- SA-52
  Cream/Peach
- SA-51
  Cream/Raspberry
- SA-21
  Marine/Raspberry
- SA-61
  Cream/Caribbean
- SA-40
  Blue
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

The Cerra Villa, a variation of Villa Park, features a more neutral design for a softer look. Choose from seven sold colors ranging from lovely pastels to rich blues.

CERRA VILLA

1 Sheet = 1.15 sq. ft.
A fine art inspired tile, the Villa Park features a graceful, contemporary flower design complimented by solid colored tiles. The subtle pattern of the bordered trim makes a picture perfect frame for larger tiles.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
If you want a tile that makes a statement of refined elegance, consider our new Moonbeam series. This multi-shaped, multi-element tile is enhanced by its elegantly embossed patterns, creating the rich highlights and unique color tonality.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.

**BOTANICAL**

Our lively new Botanical series, with its clusters of classic shaped tiles and embossed floral patterns is sure to add the element of grace to any pool or spa. The alternating design is as sophisticated as the selected colors, which come in refined mono-tones or complimenting duo-tone colors.

- BUE-21 Olive Blue
- BUE-75 Marine Green
- BUE-90 Teal Green
Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
**TIP**

Most people don’t know it, but all pools and spas can be retiled. It’s not uncommon to have it done.

Why retile? To color coordinate tile as part of an overall house redesign effort. Or perhaps a house you purchase has a pool/spa tile that is not to your taste.

Retiling is usually a routine procedure. So when a new tile series or pattern is introduced that you like even more, you can make a change.
Consider our beautiful 2"x2" BX series if you would like the characteristics of a crystalline glaze – every tile is uniquely different. It works wonderfully as a “field of color” and is an excellent choice to enhance and accentuate your steps.

The key to our new Mini Koyu series is its versatility. The small tile size is adaptable to virtually any contour, from tightly curved to long “flowing” surfaces. It is excellent for stripes or accents, edge trim on steps or creating customized mosaics.

Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.
Our versatile 2''x2'' CMX is a tile that comes in a variety of colors to complement our Discovery series (pages 14-17). As a step trim, it is an excellent choice to enhance and accentuate your steps.

**Before your tiles are installed, please read the tip about color variations on page 3.**

**CALIFORNIA STONE**

1 Sheet = 1.0 sq. ft.

- **CMX-90**
  - Marine Green
  - (Actual Size)

- **CMX-75**
  - Marine

- **CMX-91**
  - Teal Green

- **CMX-33**
  - Terra Blue

- **CS-275**
  - Marine

- **CS-270**
  - Marine Green

- **CS-291**
  - Teal Green

- **CS-19**
  - Marine Green

- **CS-520**
  - Bone White

- **CS-16**
  - Pearl Gray

- **CS-800**
  - Blue/Gray

- **CS-286**
  - French Gray

- **CS-262**
  - Sky Blue
Our popular *California Stone* is typically used for an all tile spa. Noted for its attractive "cobble-stone" look, the tile size makes it adaptable to virtually any pool or spa shape, especially those with curved or flowing surfaces. California Stone is an excellent edge trim tile when you want an aid for visually locating steps.
Let your creativity run wild with Art Mosaic Designs. What a wonderful way to personalize your spa or pool. These fanciful mosaics feature the brilliant luster and high quality craftsmanship you have come to expect from all of our lines of tiles.

As with any of our tiles, these mosaics can be built into a new pool or added to an existing pool.
ART MOSAIC DESIGNS

STRIPED FISH
26"x28"

WHALE
58"x33"

SEAL (large)
36"x10"

SEAL (small)
19"x6"

LOBSTER
12"x22"
(also comes in red)

CRAB
22"x22"
(also comes in blue)
ACCESSORIES

Long lasting, polished stainless steel assist rails come in two configurations: 1) the Grab Rail (upper photo) for assistance when using inset steps on a sidewall; and 2) the Hand Rail (lower photo) when using regular steps.

We now stock a gutter cap for use with commercial pools (Aqua - A7250).

You can choose from a variety of standard Specialty Tiles which serve as sign and depth markers. These tiles can be ordered with a sanded surface to minimize slippage on decks.

If you have a need for personalized "signature" tiles, they are available by special order.

Side-wall Inset Steps (not shown) are grooved to minimize slippage. These pre-formed steps are available in white and aqua blue.

You have more choices of earth-tone colors in brick products than ever before. Shown is a sampling of a large range of colors, shapes and sizes we stock. All Bullnose, Safety Grip, Split and Common Bricks are made of quality clay and fired at high temperatures for durability and lasting beauty.

CORPORATE OFFICE/SHOWROOM (714) 630-2216
2840 Miraloma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806 FAX (714) 630-0758

PALM SPRINGS OFFICE/SHOWROOM (619) 324-7944
36450 Bankside Dr., Cathedral City, CA 92234 FAX (619) 324-4417

ARIZONA OFFICE/SHOWROOM (602) 968-9929
601 South Madison Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281 FAX (602) 968-9926

LAS VEGAS OFFICE/SHOWROOM (702) 367-8855
5441 South Arville St., Las Vegas, NV 89118 FAX (702) 367-8737

SAN DIEGO OFFICE/SHOWROOM (619) 492-1394
Han-Crete Products, 8285 Buckhorn St., San Diego, CA 92111

COZAD & O'HARA
POOL AND SPA TILE DISTRIBUTORS
COZAD & O'HARA POOL AND SPA TILE DISTRIBUTORS

6" x 6" FIELD (Nominal Size)

- Cobalt Blue Y-850
- Desert Sky Blue Y-830
- Midnight Blue Y-800
- Pacific Green Y-820
- Azure Blue Y-810

6" x 6" FIELD

- Blue Sky (Celeste) M-6761
- Turquoise M-6766
- Teal M-6763
- Black M-6765
- Cobalt M-6764

6" x 6" PATTERN

NEW WAVE (Nominal Size)

- Marine Green NW-7538
- Caribbean Blue NW-9533

GALAXY (Nominal Size)

- Caribbean Blue/Rose G-9536
- Marine Green/Rose G-7536
- Electric Blue/Rose G-3236

TULIP (Cordone)

- Marine Green/Rose M-6771
- Caribbean Blue/Rose M-6772
- White M-6762
- White Non-Skid M-6768

ROPE

- Marine Green/Rose M-6776
- Caribbean Blue/Rose M-6777

CLOUD (Nominal Size)

- Teal Green CL-3891
- Blue CL-5035

ALL TILES ARE ACID RESISTANT AND FROST PROOF
WIDE SHADE AND COLOR VARIATIONS ARE INHERENT IN ALL KILN FIRED PORCELAINS
WATER FEATURES (Scuppers)

- Octagon 5 1/2" x 5 1/2"
- Morella 6" x 8"
- Lion Head (small) 5 3/4" x 7" Available in Patina finish
- Lion Head (large) 9 3/4" x 12" Available in Patina finish
- Aztec Sun 12" Diameter

PORCELAIN CERAMIC
(Available in - White, Cream, Peach, Pearl, Cobalt)

- Tempe 6" x 6"
- Phoenix 7" x 8 1/4"
- Turtle 18" x 20"
- Bottle Nose Dolphin 24" x 36"
- Kokopelli Flute Player 14" x 38"
- Gecko Lizard 12" x 24"

ART MOSAIC DESIGNS
All items are handmade; colors, shapes and sizes may vary slightly. Mosaic should be installed at least 18" below water line to reduce distortion. Custom colors available at additional charge. Custom Mosaic available.

COZAD & O'HARA
POOL & SPA TILE DISTRIBUTORS

ANAHEIM, CA (714) 630-2216
2840 Miraloma Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92806

CATHEDERAL CITY (619) 324-7944
36450 Bankside Drive, Cathederal City, CA 92234

SAN DIEGO (619) 492-1394
8285 Buckhorn Street, San Diego, CA 92111

ARIZONA OFFICE (602) 968-9929
601 South Madison Drive, Tempe, AZ 85281

LAS VEGAS OFFICE (702) 367-8855
5441 South Arville Street, Las Vegas, NV 89118

ALL TILES ARE ACID RESISTANT AND FROST PROOF
WIDE SHADE AND COLOR VARIATIONS ARE INHERENT IN ALL KILN FIRED PORCELAINS